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Abstract. We completely describe by generators and relations and classify all Hopf algebras
which factorize through the Taft algebra Tm2(q) and the group Hopf algebra K[Cn]: they are
nm2-dimensional quantum groups Tωnm2(q) associated to an n-th root of unity ω. Further-
more, using Dirichlet’s prime number theorem we are able to count the number of isomor-
phism types of such Hopf algebras. More precisely, if d = gcd(m, ν(n)) and ν(n)d = p
α1
1 · · · pαrr
is the prime decomposition of ν(n)d then the number of types of Hopf algebras that factorize
through Tm2(q) and K[Cn] is equal to (α1 +1)(α2 +1) · · · (αr+1), where ν(n) is the order of
the group of n-th roots of unity in K. As a consequence of our approach, the automorphism
groups of these Hopf algebras are described as well.
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1 Introduction
The factorization problem was considered in many settings ranging from groups [3, 19, 21] to
(co)algebras [8, 7, 10], Lie algebras [14, 17], locally compact quantum groups [22] or fusion
categories [9]. We refer the reader to [2] and the references therein for a thorough overview on
recent developments. The present paper is a contribution to the factorization problem for Hopf
algebras. For two given Hopf algebras A and H, it can be stated as follows:
Describe and classify up to an isomorphism all Hopf algebras that factorize through A and H,
i.e., all Hopf algebras E for which there exist injective Hopf algebra maps i : A → E and
j : H → E such that the following map is bijective:
A⊗H → E, a⊗ y 7→ i(a)j(y).
Like many other notions or major structural results in Hopf algebras, the factorization prob-
lem originates in group theory [19]. Despite its elementary statement, studying the factorization
problem presents many challenges even in the case of groups. Perhaps the most natural question
to consider is that of describing and classifying groups which factorize through two finite cyclic
groups. Surprisingly, after being investigated in many papers it remains still an open question
(see [3] for a more detailed account on the subject). However, the important achievements
obtained in the group setting inspired a new approach to this problem in the Hopf context as
well. Probably the most influential papers in this direction were [24] and [21] which introduce
the bicrossed product associated to a matched pair of groups as an equivalent way of tackling
the factorization problem. The generalization of this construction at the level of Hopf algebras
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proposed by Majid in [15] opened the way for a more systematic approach. More precisely, with
this new construction at hand, the factorization problem comes down to computing all matched
pairs of Hopf algebras between A and H and classifying the corresponding bicrossed products
(see Section 2 for the precise definitions). The line of inquiry proposed in [2] follows this path
and has proved itself to be an efficient strategy for addressing the classification of bicrossed prod-
ucts. The first argument supporting this idea is the example presented in [2] which completely
describes and classifies all bicrossed products between Sweedler’s Hopf algebra and the group
Hopf algebra K[Cn], where Cn denotes the cyclic group of order n. Furthermore, the method
introduced in [2] was successfully used in [6] and [1] in order to describe and classify all Hopf
algebras which factorize through two Sweedler’s Hopf algebras and respectively two Taft Hopf
algebras. Besides from being of interest in its own right by contributing to a better understan-
ding of Hopf algebras and their classification, the study of matched pairs and their corresponding
bicrossed products offers many interesting applications. For instance, the classification of bi-
crossed products obtained in [2] is the main ingredient in describing the automorphism group
of the Drinfel’d double of a purely non-abelian finite group [12]. Furthermore, in a more recent
paper, matched pairs of cocommutative Hopf algebras are used to construct solutions for the
quantum Yang–Baxter equation (see [4, Proposition 3.2]).
The present paper is in some sense a sequel to [2] and investigates Hopf algebras which
factorize through the Taft algebra Tm2(q) and the group Hopf algebra K[Cn]. It is organized
as follows: Section 2 contains some background material needed afterwards. We review some
useful notions such as that of matched pair of Hopf algebras and the corresponding bicrossed
product as well as the statements of some important theorems. Section 3 contains the main
results. Let n,m ∈ N, n > 2, m > 3 and let K be a field which contains a primitive m-th
root of unity q. Un(K) = {ω ∈ K |ωn = 1} denotes the cyclic group of n-th roots of unity
in K of order ν(n) = |Un(K)| and Tm2(q) is the Taft Hopf algebra. First we compute in
Proposition 3.1 all possible matched pairs (Tm2(q),K[Cn], /, .). It turns out that these matched
pairs are in bijection with the cyclic group Un(K): the right action / : K[Cn]⊗Tm2(q)→ K[Cn]
is trivial while the left action . : K[Cn] ⊗ Tm2(q) → Tm2(q) is implemented by an n-th root
of unity ω. Corollary 3.2 shows that a Hopf algebra E factorizes through Tm2(q) and K[Cn]
if and only if E ∼= Tωnm2(q), where Tωnm2(q) is a quantum group associated to an n-th root
of unity ω which we completely describe by generators and relations. We point out that the
Hopf algebras Tωnm2(q) are in particular pointed, of rank one. Pointed Hopf algebras were also
investigated in [13, 20, 23] where several classification results are obtained. However, they are
not as explicit and detailed as those provided in the present paper and, moreover, the problem
of counting the isomorphism types of these Hopf algebras is not considered. Theorem 3.4 gives
necessary and sufficient conditions for two Hopf algebras Tωnm2(q) and respectively T
ω′
nm2(q),
ω, ω′ ∈ Un(K), to be isomorphic. The preceding result, together with Dirichlet’s prime number
theorem, is then used to count the number of isomorphism types of the aforementioned Hopf
algebras. If d = gcd(m, ν(n)) and ν(n)d = p
α1
1 · · · pαrr is the prime decomposition of ν(n)d then
the number of types of Hopf algebras that factorize through Tm2(q) and K[Cn] is equal to
(α1 + 1)(α2 + 1) · · · (αr + 1). This generalizes [2, Theorem 5.10]. As a direct consequence of this
approach we obtain in Theorem 3.6 a description of the automorphism group of Tωnm2 .
2 Preliminaries
Throughout K will be a field. For a positive integer n we denote by Un(K) = {ω ∈ K |ωn = 1}
the cyclic group of n-th roots of unity in K, and by ν(n) = |Un(K)| its order. Obviously ν(n) is
a divisor of n; if ν(n) = n, then any generator of Un(K) is called a primitive n-th root of unity.
In the sequel Cn will be the cyclic group of order n generated by g and K[Cn] the corresponding
group Hopf algebra. For any i, j ∈ N, δi,j denotes the Kronecker delta.
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Let m ∈ N, m ≥ 2. Whenever we deal with Taft algebras of order m2 we assume that the
base field K contains a primitive m-th root of unity q. Tm2(q) denotes the Taft Hopf algebra
of order m over K, which is generated as an algebra by two elements h and x subject to the
relations hm = 1, xm = 0 and xh = qhx. The coalgebra structure and antipode are given as
follows
∆(h) = h⊗ h, ∆(x) = x⊗ h+ 1⊗ x, (h) = 1,
(x) = 0, S(h) = h−1, S(x) = −xh−1.
that is, h is a group like element while x is (h, 1)-primitive. Sweedler’s Hopf algebra is obtained
by considering m = 2 and q = −1. It can be easily checked that {hixj}0≤i,j≤m−1 is a K-linear
basis of the Taft algebra, the set of group-like elements is G(Tm2(q)) = {1, h, h2, . . . , hm−1} and
the primitive elements Phj ,1
(
Tm2(q)
)
are given as follows for any j = {0, 1, . . . ,m− 1}
Phj ,1
(
Tm2(q)
)
=
{
α
(
hj − 1), if j 6= 1,
β(h− 1) + γx, if j = 1, for some α, β, γ ∈ K.
Unless specified otherwise, all algebras, coalgebras, bialgebras, Hopf algebras, tensor products
and homomorphisms are over K. For a coalgebra (C,∆, ε), we use Sweedler’s Σ-notation:
∆(c) = c(1)⊗c(2), (I⊗∆)∆(c) = c(1)⊗c(2)⊗c(3), etc. (summation understood). Let A and H be
two Hopf algebras. H is called a right A-module coalgebra if H is a coalgebra in the monoidal
categoryMA of right A-modules, i.e., there exists / : H⊗A→ H a morphism of coalgebras such
that (H, /) is a right A-module. A morphism between two right A-module coalgebras (H, /) and
(H ′, /′) is a morphism of coalgebras ψ : H → H ′ that is also right A-linear. Furthermore, ψ is
called unitary if ψ(1H) = 1H′ . Similarly, A is a left H-module coalgebra if A is a coalgebra
in the monoidal category of left H-modules, that is there exists . : H ⊗ A → A a morphism of
coalgebras such that (A, .) is also a left H-module. The actions / : H ⊗A→ H, . : H ⊗A→ A
are called trivial if y / a = εA(a)y and respectively y . a = εH(y)a, for all a ∈ A and y ∈ H.
A Hopf algebra E factorizes through two Hopf algebras A and H if there exist injective Hopf
algebra maps i : A→ E and j : H → E such that the following map is bijective:
A⊗H → E, a⊗ y 7→ i(a)j(y).
A crucial result which characterizes Hopf algebras that factorize through two given Hopf algebras
in terms of bicrossed products was proved by Majid (see for instance [16, Theorem 7.2.3]). We
recall briefly the construction of the bicrossed product of two Hopf algebras. It was introduced
by Majid in [15, Proposition 3.12] under the name of double cross product. Throughout we
shall adopt the name of bicrossed product from [11, Theorem IX 2.3] since it has also been
used for similar constructions in many other fields (see, e.g., the group case [21]). The main
ingredient for constructing bicrossed products are the so-called matched pairs. A matched pair
of Hopf algebras is a quadruple (A,H, /, .), where A and H are Hopf algebras, / : H ⊗A→ H,
. : H⊗A→ A are coalgebra maps such that (A, .) is a left H-module coalgebra, (H, /) is a right
A-module coalgebra and the following compatibilities hold for any a, b ∈ A, y, z ∈ H
y . 1A=εH(h)1A, 1H / a = εA(a)1H , (2.1)
y . (ab)=(y(1) . a(1))
((
y(2) / a(2)
)
. b
)
, (2.2)
(yz) / a=
(
y /
(
z(1) . a(1)
))
(z(2) / a(2)), (2.3)
y(1) / a(1) ⊗ y(2) . a(2)=y(2) / a(2) ⊗ y(1) . a(1). (2.4)
If (A,H, /, .) is a matched pair of Hopf algebras then the corresponding bicrossed product of
Hopf algebras A ./ H is the tensor coalgebra A⊗H with the multiplication and antipode given
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as follows
(a ./ y) · (b ./ z) = a(y(1) . b(1)) ./ (y(2) / b(2))z,
SA./H(a ./ y) = SH
(
y(2)
)
. SA
(
a(2)
)
./ SH
(
y(1)
)
/ SA
(
a(1)
)
for all a, b ∈ A, y, z ∈ H, where we denote a⊗ y by a ./ y.
Although there are many interesting examples of bicrossed products such as the Drinfel’d
double [11, Theorem IX.3.5] or the generalized quantum double [15, Example 7.2.6] we will
restrict to presenting only one example which is important for our purposes, namely the semi-
direct (smash) product of Hopf algebras.
Example 2.1. Let (A, .) be a left H-module coalgebra and consider H as a right A-module
coalgebra via the trivial action, i.e., y / a = εA(a)y. Then (A,H, /, .) is a matched pair of Hopf
algebras if and only if (A, .) is also a left H-module algebra and the following compatibility
condition holds for all y ∈ H and a ∈ A
y(1) ⊗ y(2) . a = y(2) ⊗ y(1) . a.
In this case, the associated bicrossed product A ./ H = A#H is the left version of the semi-
direct (smash) product of Hopf algebras as defined by Molnar [18] in the cocommutative Hopf
algebra setting where the compatibility condition (2.4) holds automatically. Thus, A#H is the
tensor coalgebra A⊗H, with the following multiplication
(a#y) · (b#z) := a(y(1) . b)#y(2)z
for all a, b ∈ A, y, z ∈ H, where we denote a ⊗ y by a#y. Similarly one can define the right
version of the smash product of Hopf algebras by considering A as a left H-module coalgebra
via the trivial action, i.e., y . a := εH(y)a.
The next result, proved by Majid, establishes the connection between Hopf algebras which
factorize through two given Hopf algebras and bicrossed products.
Theorem 2.2 ([16, Theorem 7.2.3]). Consider two Hopf algebras A and H. A Hopf algebra E
factorizes through A and H if and only if there exists a matched pair of Hopf algebras (A,H, /, .)
and an isomorphism of Hopf algebras E ∼= A ./ H.
In light of Theorem 2.2 the factorization problem for Hopf algebras can be restated in terms
of matched pairs and bicrossed products as follows:
For two given Hopf algebras A and H, describe the set of all matched pairs (A,H, ., /) and
classify up to an isomorphism the corresponding bicrossed products A ./ H.
The strategy we employ for classifying semi-direct products will rely on the following result
which is a special case of [2, Corollary 3.3].
Theorem 2.3. Consider A#H and A#′H to be two semi-direct products associated to the
left actions . : H ⊗ A → A and respectively .′ : H ⊗ A → A. Then there exists a bijective
correspondence between the set of all morphisms of Hopf algebras ψ : A#H → A#′H and the set
of all quadruples (u, p, r, v), consisting of two unitary coalgebra maps u : A→ A and r : H → A,
and two Hopf algebra maps p : A→ H and v : H → H subject to the following compatibilities
u
(
a(1)
)⊗ p(a(2)) = u(a(2))⊗ p(a(1)), (2.5)
r
(
t(1)
)⊗ v(t(2)) = r(t(2))⊗ v(t(1)), (2.6)
u(ab) = u
(
a(1)
)(
p
(
a(2)
)
.′ u(b)
)
, (2.7)
r(tw) = r
(
t(1)
)(
v
(
t(2)
)
.′ r(w)
)
, (2.8)
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r
(
t(1)
)(
v
(
t(2)
)
.′ u(b)
)
= u
(
t(1) . b(1)
)(
p
(
t(2) . b(2)
)
.′ r
(
t(3)
))
, (2.9)
v(t)p(b) = p
(
t(1) . b
)
v
(
t(2)
)
(2.10)
for all a, b ∈ A, t, w ∈ H.
Under the above correspondence the morphism of Hopf algebras ψ : A#H → A#′H corre-
sponding to (u, p, r, v) is given by
ψ(u,p,r,v)(a#t) = u
(
a(1)
)(
p
(
a(2)
)
.′ r
(
t(1)
))
#′p
(
a(3)
)
v
(
t(2)
)
for all a ∈ A and t ∈ H.
Finally, for the convenience of the reader we include here a straightforward result which will
be intensively used in computing all matched pairs between Tm2(q) and K[Cn].
Lemma 2.4 ([2, Lemma 4.1]). Let (A,H, /, .) be a matched pair of Hopf algebras, a, b ∈ G(A)
and t, w ∈ G(H). Then
(1) t . a ∈ G(A) and t / a ∈ G(H);
(2) if c ∈ Pa,b(A), then t / c ∈ Pt/a,t/b(H) and t . c ∈ Pt.a,t.b(A);
(3) if z ∈ Pt,w(H), then z / a ∈ Pt/a,w/a(H) and z . a ∈ Pt.a,w.a(A).
In particular, if c is an (a, 1)-primitive element of A, then t . c is an (t . a, 1)-primitive element
of A and t / c is an (t / a, 1)-primitive element of H.
3 Main results
In this section we deal with the description and classification of Hopf algebras which factorize
through Tm2(q) and K[Cn] for any m,n ∈ N, n > 2, m > 3. The case m = 2 was recently
considered in [2]. Throughout, the field K will be assumed to contain a primitive m-th root of
unity q. We start by describing all possible matched pairs (Tm2(q),K[Cn], /, .): exactly as in [2],
it turns out that the aforementioned matched pairs are in bijection with the cyclic group Un(K)
of n-th roots of unity in K. More precisely, the right action / : K[Cn] ⊗ Tm2(q) → K[Cn] is
trivial while the left action . : K[Cn]⊗Tm2(q)→ Tm2(q) is implemented by an n-th root of unity
as described below.
Proposition 3.1. There exists a bijective correspondence between the set of all matched pairs
(Tm2(q),K[Cn], /, .) and Un(K). More precisely, the matched pair (/, .) corresponding to an
n-th root of unity ω ∈ Un(K) is given by
gi . hjxk = ωikhjxk, gi / hjxk = giε
(
xk
)
(3.1)
for all i = 0, . . . , n− 1 and j, k = 0, . . . ,m− 1.
Proof. Let (Tm2(q),K[Cn], /, .) be a matched pair. We start by proving that g.h = h. Indeed,
by Lemma 2.4 we have g . h ∈ G(Tm2(q)) = {1, h, . . . , hm−1}. Suppose first that g . h = 1.
Then, by induction we have 1 = gn .h = h which is obviously a contradiction. Assume now that
g . h = ht, where t ∈ {2, 3, . . . ,m− 1}. Now Lemma 2.4 implies g . x ∈ Pht,1
(
Tm2(q)
)
. Then, as
t 6= 1 we obtain g . x = α(1 − ht) for some α ∈ K. Hence, g2 . x = g . (g . x) = α − αg . ht.
Again by induction we arrive at x = gn .x = α−αgn−1 .ht which leads to another contradiction
since Lemma 2.4 yields gn−1 . ht ∈ G(Tm2(q)) = {1, h, . . . , hm−1}. Hence g . h = h as desired.
Furthermore, this also implies that g . x = α(1 − h) + βx for some α, β ∈ K. Using induction
again we obtain
gn . x = α
(
1 + β + · · ·+ βn−1)(1− h) + βnx.
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As we also have gn . x = x it follows that
βn = 1, α
(
1 + β + · · ·+ βn−1) = 0.
Next we look at the right action /. Again by Lemma 2.4 we have g / h ∈ G(K[Cn]) =
{1, g, . . . , gn−1}, therefore g / h = gt for some t ∈ {0, 1, . . . , n − 1}. If g / h = 1 we obtain
by induction 1 = g / hn = g / 1 = g which is a contradiction. Thus g / h = gt for some
t ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n − 1}. Moreover, we also have g / x ∈ Pgt,g
(
K[Cn]
)
, i.e., g / x = µ(g − gt) for
some µ ∈ K. Applying the compatibility condition (2.4) for the pair (g, x) yields
µg ⊗ h− µgt ⊗ h+ αg ⊗ 1− αg ⊗ h+ βg ⊗ x
= αgt ⊗ 1− αgt ⊗ h+ βgt ⊗ x+ µg ⊗ 1− µgt ⊗ 1.
Now if t 6= 1 then we must have β = 0 which again contradicts βn = 1. Hence t = 1 which
implies g / h = g and respectively g / x = 0. Moreover, the compatibility condition (2.4) is now
trivially fulfilled.
Next we make use of the compatibility condition (2.2). More precisely we have
g . hx
(2.2)
= (g . h)
(
(g / h) . x
)
= h(g . x) = αh− αh2 + βhx,
g . xh
(2.2)
=
(
g . x(1)
)((
g / x(2)
)
. h
)
= (g . x)
(
(g / h) . h
)
= αh− αh2 + βxh.
As xh = qhx, putting all the above together gives
qαh− qαh2 + qβhx = αh− αh2 + βxh,
and since q 6= 1 we obtain α = 0. Thus g . x = βx. To summarize, for all i ∈ {0, 1, . . . , n − 1}
and j ∈ {0, 1, . . . ,m− 1} we have
g / hj = g, g / xj = gε
(
xj
)
, gi . h = h, gi . x = βix, where β ∈ Un(K).
Now using induction and the compatibility conditions (2.2) and respectively (2.3) we obtain the
formulae in (3.1). To start with, using (2.3) we obtain gi / h = gi for all i ∈ {0, 1, . . . , n − 1}.
Indeed, we have
g2 / h
(2.3)
=
(
g / (g . h)
)
(g / h) = g2,
g3 / h
(2.3)
=
(
g2 / (g . h)
)
(g / h) =
(
g2 / h
)
(g / h) = g3,
and by induction we arrive at the desired conclusion. Furthermore, as / is a right action of
Tm2(q) on K[Cn], we obtain
gi / hj = gi, for all i ∈ {0, 1, . . . , n− 1} and j ∈ {0, 1, . . . ,m− 1}. (3.2)
Now induction together with (2.2) and (3.2) yields
gi . hj = hj , for all i ∈ {0, 1, . . . , n− 1} and j ∈ {0, 1, . . . ,m− 1}. (3.3)
Next we use (2.3) in order to prove that gi / x = 0. Indeed, we have
g2 / x
(2.3)
=
(
g /
(
g . x(1)
))(
g / x(2)
)
=
(
g / (g . x)
)
(g / h) +
(
g / (g . 1)
)
(g / x) = 0,
g3 / x
(2.3)
=
(
g2 /
(
g . x(1)
))(
g / x(2)
)
=
(
g2 / (g . x)
)
(g / h) +
(
g2 / (g . 1)
)
(g / x) = 0,
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and the conclusion follows again by induction. Moreover, we actually have
gi / xj = giε
(
xj
)
, for all i ∈ {0, 1, . . . , n− 1} and j ∈ {0, 1, . . . ,m− 1}.
Finally, we will use (2.3) in order to prove that
gi . xj = βijxj , for all i ∈ {0, 1, . . . , n− 1} and j ∈ {0, 1, . . . ,m− 1}. (3.4)
To this end, we have
gi . x2
(2.2)
=
(
gi . x(1)
)((
gi / x(2)
)
. x
)
=
(
gi . x
)((
gi / h
)
. x
)
+
(
gi . 1
)((
gi / x
)
. x
)
= β2ix2,
gi . x3
(2.2)
=
(
gi . x(1)
)((
gi / x(2)
)
. x2
)
=
(
gi . x
)((
gi / h
)
. x2
)
+
(
gi . 1
)((
gi / x
)
. x2
)
= β3ix3,
and as before the conclusion follows by induction. Putting all the above together we obtain
gi . hjxk
(2.2)
=
(
gi . hj
)((
gi / hj
)
. xk
) (3.2), (3.3)
= hj
(
gi . xk
) (3.4)
= βikhjxk.
Similarly one can prove the second part of (3.1) and the proof is now finished. 
Next we show that a Hopf algebra E factorizes through Tm2(q) and K[Cn] if and only if
E ∼= Tωnm2(q), where Tωnm2(q) is a quantum group associated to an n-th root of unity ω as
depicted below.
Corollary 3.2. A Hopf algebra E factorizes through Tm2(q) and K[Cn] if and only if E ∼=
Tωnm2(q), for some ω ∈ Un(K), where we denote by Tωnm2(q) the Hopf algebra generated by g, h
and x subject to the relations
gn = hm = 1, xm = 0, xh = qhx, hg = gh, gx = ωxg
with the coalgebra structure and antipode given by
∆(g) = g ⊗ g, ∆(h) = h⊗ h, ∆(x) = x⊗ h+ 1⊗ x,
ε(h) = ε(g) = 1, ε(x) = 0, S(h) = hm−1, S(x) = −xhm−1, S(g) = gn−1.
Proof. By Theorem 2.2 any Hopf algebra E which factorizes through Tm2(q) and K[Cn] is
isomorphic to a bicrossed product between the aforementioned Hopf algebras. Furthermore, all
bicrossed products between Tm2(q) and K[Cn] are described in Proposition 3.1: the left action
is completely determined by an n-th root of unity ω as in (3.1) while the right action is trivial.
Therefore, E is in fact isomorphic to a smash product Tm2(q)#K[Cn] associated to the left
action defined in (3.1). Now, up to canonical identification, Tm2(q)#K[Cn] is generated as an
algebra by h = h#1, x = x#1 and g = 1#g. Hence, we have
gh = (1#g)(h#1) = g . h#g / h = h#g = (h#1)(1#g) = hg,
gx = (1#g)(x#1) = g . x(1)#g / x(2) = g . x#g / h+ g . 1#g / x = ωx#g = ωxg. 
Remark 3.3. Let ω ∈ Un(K). It can be easily seen that a K-basis in Tωnm2 is given by
{gi, hjgi, xkgi, hjxkgi | i = 0, 1, . . . , n − 1, and j, k = 1, 2, . . . ,m − 1}. Obviously Tωnm2 is a Hopf
algebra of dimension nm2 over K.
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Our next result provides the classification of Hopf algebras which factorize through the Taft
algebra and the group Hopf algebra k[Cn]. To start with, if the Hopf algebras T
ω
nm2 and T
ω′
kl2
are isomorphic it is straightforward to see, by comparing the order of their group of group-like
elements and dimensions, that n = k and m = l. Therefore, we will focus on finding necessary
and sufficient conditions for two Hopf algebras Tωnm2 and T
ω′
nm2 to be isomorphic.
Theorem 3.4. Let ξ be a generator of Un(K) and t, t
′ ∈ {0, 1, . . . , ν(n) − 1}. Then the Hopf
algebras T ξ
t
nm2
and T ξ
t′
nm2
are isomorphic if and only if there exist l ∈ {0, 1, . . . ,m − 1}, s ∈
{0, 1, . . . , n− 1} such that (s, n) = 1 and ξst′−t = ql.
Proof. We know from Corollary 3.2 that T ξ
t
nm2
(respectively T ξ
t′
nm2
) is the smash product cor-
responding to the root of unity ξt (respectively ξt
′
) as in Proposition 3.1. By Theorem 2.3 the
set of all Hopf algebra morphisms between T ξ
t
nm2
and T ξ
t′
nm2
is parameterized by the quadruples
(u, p, r, v), where u : Tm2(q) → Tm2(q), r : K[Cn] → Tm2(q) are unitary coalgebra maps and
p : Tm2(q) → K[Cn], v : K[Cn] → K[Cn] are Hopf algebra maps satisfying the compatibility
conditions (2.5)–(2.10). Our aim is to describe completely the above quadruples for which the
corresponding morphism of Hopf algebras ψ(u,p,r,v) is bijective. We start by describing the two
Hopf algebra maps p and v. Obviously, any Hopf algebra map v : K[Cn]→ K[Cn] is completely
determined by an integer s ∈ {0, 1, . . . , n− 1} such that v(g) = gs. Similarly, using Lemma 2.4
we get p(h) = gc for some c ∈ {0, 1, . . . , n− 1} such that n |mc. Furthermore, p(x) = λ(gc − 1)
for some scalar λ ∈ K. Now imposing the compatibility condition p(xh) = qp(hx) to hold true
we obtain λgc(gc − 1)(1− q) = 0 and since q 6= 1 we are lead to λ(gc − 1) = 0, that is p(x) = 0.
Now we turn to the two coalgebra maps u : Tm2(q)→ Tm2(q), r : K[Cn]→ Tm2(q). We obviously
have r(1) = 1, r(g) = hl for some l ∈ {0, . . . ,m− 1}. The compatibility condition (2.8) gives
r
(
g2
)
= r(g)
(
v(g) .′ r(g)
)
= hl
(
gs .′ hl
)
= h2l.
Using induction and (2.8) we get r(gi) = hil for any i ∈ N. In particular, we have 1 = r(gn) = hnl
and therefore m |nl. Finally we are left to describe the coalgebra maps u : Tm2(q) → Tm2(q).
We have u(1) = 1 and u(h) = hd for some d ∈ {0, 1, . . . ,m − 1}. Now we make use of the
compatibility condition (2.7)
u
(
h2
)
= u(h)
(
p(h) .′ u(h)
)
= hd
(
gc .′ hd
)
= h2d.
As before, using induction and (2.7) we get u(hj) = hjd for any j ∈ N. Lemma 2.4 gives
u(x) ∈ Phd,1
(
Tm2(q)
)
=
{
α(hd − 1), if d 6= 1,
α(h− 1) + γx, if d = 1, for some α, γ ∈ K. Suppose first that d 6= 1
and thus u(x) = α(hd − 1). Then we have
u(hx)
(2.7)
= u(h)
(
p(h) .′ u(x)
)
= hd
(
gc .′ α
(
hd − 1)) = αhd(hd − 1),
u(xh)
(2.7)
= u
(
x(1)
)(
p
(
x(2)
)
.′ u(h)
)
= u(x)
(
p(h) .′ u(h)
)
+ p(x) .′ u(h) = αhd
(
hd − 1).
Now u(xh) = qu(hx) gives α(q − 1)hd(hd − 1) = 0 and since q 6= 1 we obtain α(hd − 1) = 0.
Therefore u(x) = 0. However, we will see that in this case the corresponding Hopf algebra
morphism ψ(u,p,r,v) is not an isomorphism. Indeed we have
ψ(u,p,r,v)(x#1) = u
(
x(1)
)(
p
(
x(2)
)
.′ r(1)
)
#p(x(3))v(1),
= u
(
x(1)
)
#p
(
x(2)
)
= u(x)#p(h) + 1#p(x) = 0,
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which is a contradiction. Therefore we must have d = 1 and u(x) = α(h − 1) + γx. Hence, we
obtain
u(hx)
(2.7)
= u(h)
(
p(h) .′ u(x)
)
= h
[
gc .′
(
α(h− 1) + γx)] = αh(h− 1) + γξt′chx,
u(xh)
(2.7)
= u
(
x(1)
)(
p
(
x(2)
)
.′ u(h)
)
= u(x)
(
p(h) .′ u(h)
)
+ p(x) .′ u(h)
=
[
α(h− 1) + γx](gc .′ h) = αh(h− 1) + γqhx.
Now u(xh) = qu(hx) gives α = qα and qγξt
′c = qγ. As q 6= 1 we obtain α = 0. Thus γ 6= 0
(otherwise we would have u(x) = 0 which leads to the same contradiction as in the previous
case) and so ξt
′c = 1. Hence, u is given as follows
u(hi) = hi, u
(
xi
)
= γixi, γ ∈ K∗, i ∈ {0, 1, . . . ,m− 1}.
Putting all together, the quadruple (u, p, r, v) is given as follows for all i, j ∈ N
v
(
gi
)
= gis, with s ∈ {0, . . . , n− 1},
p
(
hixj
)
= gicδ0,j , with c ∈ {0, . . . , n− 1} such that n |mc and ξt′c = 1,
r
(
gi
)
= hil, with l ∈ {0, . . . ,m− 1} such that m |nl, (3.5)
u
(
hi
)
= hi, u
(
xi
)
= γixi, with γ ∈ K∗.
We are still left to check the compatibilities (2.5), (2.9) and (2.10). Remark that (2.6) is trivially
fulfilled as K[Cn] is cocommutative.
(2.5) is trivially fulfilled for a = h while for a = x comes down to the following
u
(
x(1)
)⊗ p(x(2)) = u(x(2))⊗ p(x(1))
⇔ u(x)⊗ p(h) + u(1)⊗ p(x) = u(h)⊗ p(x) + u(x)⊗ p(1)
⇔ γx⊗ gc = γx⊗ 1,
and since γ 6= 0 we obtain c = 0 and thus p is the trivial map, i.e., p(a) = ε(a)1 for all a ∈ Tm2(q).
Now (2.10) is trivially fulfilled while (2.9) comes down to the following
r
(
t(1)
)(
v
(
t(2)
)
.′ u(b)
)
=u
(
t(1) . b
)
r
(
t(2)
)
.
By setting t = g and b = x we obtain
r(g)
(
v(g) .′ u(x)
)
= u(g . x)r(g) ⇔ hl(gs .′ γx) = u(ξtx)hl ⇔ γξst′hlx = γξtqlhlx,
and thus ξst
′−t = ql. This last equality together with ν(n) |n givesm |nl. Thus, the compatibility
condition in (3.5) is trivially fulfilled.
To summarize, we have proven that if the Hopf algebras T ξ
t
nm2
and T ξ
t′
nm2
are isomorphic then
there exist l ∈ {0, 1, . . . ,m − 1} and s ∈ {0, 1, . . . , n − 1} such that ξst′−t = ql. In order to
complete the first part of the proof we are left to show that (s, n) = 1. To this end, v is
bijective as a consequence of ψ being bijective. Indeed, if ψ−1 is the inverse of ψ then using
the same arguments as above one can easily prove that there exists a unitary coalgebra map
r : K[Cn] → Tm2(q) and a Hopf algebra map v : K[Cn] → K[Cn] such that for any z ∈ K[Cn]
we have ψ−1(1#z) = r(z(1))#v(z(2)). This gives
1#z = ψ ◦ ψ−1(1#z) = u(r(z(1)))r(v(z(2)))#v(v(z(3))).
By applying ε⊗ IdK[Cn] to the above identity yields v◦v = IdK[Cn]. Similarly one can prove that
v ◦ v = IdK[Cn] and we can conclude that v is indeed an isomorphism. Obviously v is bijective
if and only if (s, n) = 1.
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Assume now that there exist l ∈ {0, 1, . . . ,m− 1}, s ∈ {0, 1, . . . , n− 1} such that ξst′−t = ql
and (s, n) = 1. Consider two unitary coalgebra maps uγ : Tm2(q)→ Tm2(q), rl : K[Cn]→ Tm2(q)
and a Hopf algebra map vs : K[Cn] → K[Cn] defined as follows for all i, j ∈ {0, 1, . . . ,m − 1}
and k ∈ {0, 1, . . . , n− 1}
uγ
(
hixj
)
= γjhixj , where γ ∈ K∗, rl
(
gk
)
= hkl, vs
(
gk
)
= gks.
We claim that the following map is an isomorphism of Hopf algebras
ψ(uγ ,ε,rl,vs) : T
ξt
nm2
→ T ξt
′
nm2
, ψ(uγ ,ε,rl,vs)(a#y) = uγ(a)rl
(
y(1)
)
#vs
(
y(2)
)
.
To start with, ψ(uγ ,ε,rl,vs) is a Hopf algebra map according to the first part of the proof. We
only need to show that ψ(uγ ,ε,rl,vs) is bijective as well. To this end, since (s, n) = 1, there exist
τ, µ ∈ Z such that sτ + nµ = 1. Furthermore, there exist unique integers α, β, τ1, τ2 such that
τ = αn+ τ1 and lτ = βm+ τ2, (3.6)
where τ1 ∈ {0, 1, . . . , n− 1}, τ2 ∈ {0, 1, . . . ,m− 1}. It will be worth our while to point out the
following easy consequence of (3.6)
lτ1 = βm− αnl + τ2. (3.7)
As (τ, n) = 1 we obviously have (τ1, n) = 1 as well. We will prove that we also have ξ
τ1t−t′ =
qm−τ2 . First recall that, as noticed before, ξst′−t = ql implies m |nl. Now employing the
equalities ξst
′−t = ql and sτ + nµ = 1 we obtain
ξτ1t−t
′
=
(
ξt
)τ1ξ−t′ = (ξst′q−l)τ1ξ−t′ = ξ(sτ1−1)t′q−lτ1 (3.6)= ξ(sτ−sαn−1)t′q−lτ1
= ξ(sτ−1)t
′
q−lτ1 = ξ−nµt
′
q−lτ1 = q−lτ1
(3.7)
= q−βm+αnl−τ2
m |nl
= q−τ2 = qm−τ2 .
Now since γ−1 ∈ k∗, τ1 ∈ {0, 1, . . . , n − 1}, m − τ2 ∈ {0, 1, . . . ,m − 1} and ξτ1t−t′ = qm−τ2 , it
follows from the first part of the proof that the map ψ(uγ−1 ,ε,rm−τ2 ,vτ1 ) : T
ξt
′
nm2
→ T ξt
nm2
defined
below is a Hopf algebra morphism
ψ(uγ−1 ,ε,rm−τ2 ,vτ1 )(a#y) = uγ−1(a)rm−τ2
(
y(1)
)
#vτ1
(
y(2)
)
,
where uγ−1 : Tm2(q) → Tm2(q), rm−τ2 : K[Cn] → Tm2(q) and vτ1 : K[Cn] → K[Cn] are given as
follows for all i, j ∈ {0, 1, . . . ,m− 1} and k ∈ {0, 1, . . . , n− 1}
uγ−1
(
hixj
)
= γ−jhixj , rm−τ2
(
gk
)
= hk(m−τ2), vτ1
(
gk
)
= gkτ1 .
The proof will be finished once we show that ψ(uγ−1 ,ε,rm−τ2 ,vτ1 ) is the inverse of ψ(uγ ,ε,rl,vs). Now
for all i, j ∈ {0, 1, . . . ,m− 1} and k ∈ {0, 1, . . . , n− 1} we have
ψ(uγ ,ε,rl,vs) ◦ ψ(uγ−1 ,ε,rm−τ2 ,vτ1 )
(
hixj#gk
)
= ψ(uγ ,ε,rl,vs)
(
uγ−1
(
hixj
)
rm−τ2
(
gk
)
#vτ1
(
gk
))
= ψ(uγ ,ε,rl,vs)
(
γ−jhixjhk(m−τ2)#gkτ1
)
= γ−juγ
(
hixjhk(m−τ2)
)
rl
(
gkτ1
)
#vs
(
gkτ1
)
= γ−jγjhixjhk(m−τ2)hkτ1l#gkτ1s = hixjhk(τ1l−τ2)#gkτ1s
(3.6)
= hixjhk(τl−αnl−lτ+βm)#gks(τ−αn) = hixjh−kαnl#gksτ
= hixjh−kαnl#gk(1−nµ)
m |nl
= hixj#gk.
Similarly one can prove that ψ(uγ−1 ,ε,rm−τ2 ,vτ1 ) ◦ ψ(uγ ,ε,rl,vs)(hixj#gk) = hixj#gk for all i, j ∈
{0, 1, . . . ,m− 1} and k ∈ {0, 1, . . . , n− 1} and the proof is now finished. 
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Using Theorem 3.4 and Dirichlet’s theorem [5, Theorem 7.9] which states that for any positive
integers a, b such that gcd(a, b) = 1 the set {a+kb | k ∈ N} contains an infinite number of primes,
we will be able to provide an explicit formula for computing the number of isomorphism types
of Hopf algebras which factorize through Tm2(q) and K[Cn].
Theorem 3.5. Let ξ be a generator of Un(K) and d = gcd(m, ν(n)).
1) For any t ∈ {0, 1, . . . , ν(n) − 1} there exists an isomorphism of Hopf algebras T ξt
nm2
'
T ξ
gcd
(
t,
ν(n)
d
)
nm2
.
2) If d1, d2 | ν(n)d , d1 6= d2, then the Hopf algebras T ξ
d1
nm2
and T ξ
d2
nm2
are not isomorphic.
3) If ν(n)d = p
α1
1 · · · pαrr is the prime decomposition of ν(n)d then the number of types of Hopf
algebras that factorize through Tm2(q) and K[Cn] is equal to (α1 + 1)(α2 + 1) · · · (αr + 1).
Proof. 1) Let u = gcd
(
t, ν(n)d
)
. Thus we can write t = au, ν(n)d = bu with gcd(a, b) = 1. By
Dirichlet’s theorem, the set {a+kb | k ∈ N} contains an infinite number of primes. In particular,
there exists a prime number s′ ∈ {a+ kb | k ∈ N} such that gcd(s′, n) = 1 (otherwise, we would
have s′ |n for an infinite number of primes). In fact, we can assume without loss of generality
that there exists s ∈ {0, 1, . . . , n− 1} such that (s, n) = 1. Indeed, if s′ /∈ {0, 1, . . . , n− 1} then
we can write s′ = s + nk1 for some k1 ∈ N, s ∈ {0, 1, . . . , n − 1}. Now gcd(s′, n) = 1 yields
gcd(s, n) = 1 as well. Since s′ ∈ {a+kb | k ∈ N} we have s′ = a+k2b for some k2 ∈ N. Therefore,
s′ = a+ k2b = s+ nk1 which implies b | s− a and by multiplying with u we obtain ν(n)d | su− t,
i.e., ν(n) | d(su− t). If ν(n) | su− t then ξsu−t = 1 and the conclusion follows from Theorem 3.4
by considering l = 0. Assume now that ν(n) - su − t and ν(n) | d(su − t); in particular this
implies that d ≥ 2. Then we have ξd(su−t) = 1 which can be written equivalently as follows(
ξsu−t − 1)[(ξsu−t)d−1 + (ξsu−t)d−2 + · · ·+ ξsu−t + 1] = 0.
However, ξsu−t 6= 1 for otherwise we would have ν(n) | su− t which contradicts our assumption.
Therefore, we have (ξsu−t)d−1 + (ξsu−t)d−2 + · · · + ξsu−t + 1 = 0. Hence, ξsu−t is a solution of
the equation Xd−1 +Xd−2 + · · ·+X + 1 = 0. The field K contains all roots of unity of order m
as a consequence of containing the primitive root q and therefore the equation Y m = 1 has m
solutions, namely 1, q, q2, . . . , qm−1. Now since in particular we have d |m, the solutions of the
equation Xd−1 +Xd−2 + · · ·+X + 1 = 0 are contained in the set {1, q, q2, . . . , qm−1}. Since we
proved that ξsu−t is such a solution, there exists some l ∈ {0, . . . ,m − 1} such that ξsu−t = ql.
The desired conclusion now follows from Theorem 3.4.
2) Since d1 6= d2 there exists a prime number p and two positive integers α, β ∈ N, α > β,
such that
pα | d1, pβ | d2, pα+1 - d1, pβ+1 - d2.
Suppose now that the Hopf algebras T ξ
d1
nm2
and T ξ
d2
nm2
are isomorphic. By Theorem 3.4 there exists
l ∈ {0, 1, . . . ,m − 1}, s ∈ {0, 1, . . . , n − 1} such that (s, n) = 1 and ξsd1−d2 = ql. In particular
we obtain that ν(n) |m(sd1− d2), i.e., m(sd1− d2) = tν(n) for some t ∈ Z. This comes down to
the following
m
d
d2
pβ
=
m
d
d1
pβ
s− ν(n)
dpβ
t. (3.8)
Since α > β we obtain p | d1
pβ
. Moreover, as d1 | ν(n)d we also have p | d1pβ |
ν(n)
dpβ
and therefore p
divides the right hand side of (3.8). Now p - md . Indeed, if p | md , using p | d1 | ν(n)d we would
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obtain p | gcd(md , ν(n)d ) = 1 which is a contradiction. As we also have p - d2qβ we can conclude
that p - md
d2
pβ
. Therefore, p does not divide the left hand side of (3.8) and we have reached
a contradiction. Hence the Hopf algebras T ξ
d1
nm2
and T ξ
d2
nm2
are not isomorphic.
3) We already proved in 1) that any Hopf algebra T ξ
t
nm2
is isomorphic to T ξ
t′
nm2
, for some
divisor t′ of ν(n)d . Moreover, by 2), if d1 and d2 are two distinct positive divisors of
ν(n)
d then
T ξ
d1
nm2
and T ξ
d2
nm2
are not isomorphic. Therefore, the set of types of Hopf algebras that factorize
through Tm2(q) and K[Cn] is in bijection with the set of all Hopf algebras T
ξt
nm2
, where t is
running over all positive divisors of ν(n)d . 
We end our investigation on the Hopf algebras which factorize through Tm2(q) and K[Cn] by
describing their automorphism group. To this end, for any t ∈ {0, 1, . . . , ν− 1} we define the set
Stm,n(q) =
{(
l, ŝ
) ∈ (Zm,+)× (U(Zn), ·) | ξt(s−1) = ql}.
Stm,n(q) is actually a group with multiplication given for any (l, ŝ), (l
′, ŝ′) ∈ Stm,n(q) as follows(
l, ŝ
)(
l′, ŝ′
)
=
(
l + sl′, ŝs′
)
.
Indeed, (0, 1̂) ∈ Stm,n(q) is the unit of the group while the inverse of some (l, ŝ) ∈ Stm,n(q) is
given by (l, ŝ)−1 = (−ls′, ŝ′) where ŝ′ = ŝ−1 in (U(Zn), ·). We will only prove that if (l, ŝ),
(l′, ŝ′) ∈ Stm,n(q) then (l + sl′, ŝs′) ∈ Stm,n(q) as well. Indeed, as (l, ŝ), (l′, ŝ′) ∈ Stm,n(q) we
have ξt(s−1) = ql and ξt(s′−1) = ql′ . This gives ξt(s+s′−2) = ql+l′ . Moreover, we also have
ξt(s
′−1)(s−1) = ql′(s−1) which comes down to ξt(ss′−s−s′+1) = ql′(s−1). By multiplying these two
compatibilities yields ξt(ss
′−1) = ql+sl′ and therefore (l + sl′, ŝs′) ∈ Stm,n(q) as desired.
Theorem 3.6. For any t ∈ {0, 1, . . . , ν − 1} there exists an isomorphism of groups
AutHopf
(
T ξ
t
nm2
) ' K∗ × Stm,n(q).
Proof. According to (the proof of) Theorem 3.4, any Hopf algebra automorphism of T ξ
t
nm2
has
the following form
ψ(uγ ,ε,rl,vs)(a#y) = uγ(a)rl
(
y(1)
)
#vs
(
y(2)
)
,
where γ ∈ K∗ and for any i, j ∈ {0, 1, . . . ,m−1}, k ∈ {0, 1, . . . , n−1} we have uγ(hixj) = γjhixj ,
rl(g
k) = hkl and vs(g
k) = gks.
The proof will be finished once we show that the following map is an isomorphism of groups
Γ: AutHopf
(
T ξ
t
nm2
)→ K∗ × Stm,n(q),
ψ(uγ ,ε,rl,vs) →
(
γ, (l, ŝ)
)
.
To this end, we only need to prove that ψ(uγ ,ε,rl,vs) ◦ψ(uγ′ ,ε,rl′ ,vs′ ) = ψ(γγ′,ε,l+sl′,ss′). We start by
showing that m|(l′ + ls′) − (l + l′s) for all (l, ŝ), (l′, ŝ′) ∈ Stm,n(q). Indeed, we have ξt(s−1) = ql
and ξt(s
′−1) = ql′ which imply that ξt(s−1)(s′−1) = ql(s′−1) = ql′(s−1). Thus m|l(s′ − 1)− l′(s− 1)
and therefore we obtain
m|(l′ + ls′)− (l + l′s). (3.9)
Now for any i, j ∈ {0, 1, . . . ,m− 1} and k ∈ {0, 1, . . . , n− 1} we have
ψ(uγ ,ε,rl,vs) ◦ ψ(uγ′ ,ε,rl′ ,vs′ )
(
hixj#gk
)
= ψ(uγ ,ε,rl,vs)
(
uγ′
(
hixj
)
rl′
(
gk
)
#vs′
(
gk
))
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= ψ(uγ ,ε,rl,vs)
(
(γ′)jhixjhkl
′
#gks
′)
= (γ′)jqjkl
′
ψ(uγ ,ε,rl,vs)
(
hi+kl
′
xj#gks
′)
= (γ′)jqjkl
′
uγ
(
hi+kl
′
xj
)
rl
(
gks
′)
#vs
(
gks
′)
= (γ′)jqjkl
′
γjhi+kl
′
xjhkls
′
#gkss
′
= (γγ′)jqj(kl
′+kls′)hi+kl
′+kls′xj#gkss
′
= (γγ′)jqkj(l
′+ls′)hi+k(l
′+ls′)xj#gkss
′
(3.9)
= (γγ′)jqkj(l+l
′s)hi+k(l+l
′s)xj#gkss
′
= (γγ′)jhixjhk(l+l
′s)#gkss
′
= ψ(γγ′,ε,l+sl′,ss′)
(
hixj#gk
)
as desired and the proof is now complete. 
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